Cosmic Overview
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Opposition brings Concord.
Out of Discord comes the fairest Harmony.
Heraclitus Philosopher 6th Century BC

‘I am’ the penetrating light of the path
This month, on the 4th of May, the New Moon will be in Taurus setting the intent for what will unfold at
the time of the May Full Moon, when we will be celebrating the Wesak Festival - a time of greatly focussed
and expanded Spiritual energetic connection.
Taurus is especially associated with the
Buddha, for just as the Piscean energy was the
underpinning Light of Christ’s journey, it is said
that the Buddha was born, reached
Enlightenment and died in the sign of the Bull.
The Pathway that is being highlighted through
the constellation of Taurus is Detachment
leading to Illumination. This pathway of
Detachment from desire, central to the
teachings of the Buddha, opens the individual
to increased Light, to the power of the
Creative Will and ultimately to Enlightenment
Taurus is the most ‘material’ of the signs – being
the ‘Fixed Feminine/Magnetic’ polarity of Earth
Elemental, it carries, at the personality level, the
personification and embodiment of desire.
Being highly magnetic, there is a desire to have
and to hold, both material possessions and
emotional experiences and, like the Bull, the
Taurean energy is indeed powerful.

New Moon 4th May 2019 23:45 BST London UK
https://www.timeanddate.com/moon/phases/

The Fourth Ray of ‘Harmony through Conflict’ is operating through humanity, via the Taurus constellation to
assist in the purification of desire. This Ray is especially linked to Humanity as it corresponds to the Fourth
Kingdom of Man and represents the struggle inherent in human nature. It is this Ray that develops the resolution
of conflict, the harmonizing of opposites and the eventual shift from instinctive desire to Universal Love.
For as the individual progresses and evolves towards Soul
embodiment, the desire nature is transmuted into a higher
frequency and the First Ray of Spiritual Will begins to dominate,
creating a desire for Harmony, Beauty and Unity that benefits All.
The Soul now becomes centred within the intuitive or Buddhic Plane
and the dual horns of the Bull become the single horn symbolized
by the Unicorn, the Single Eye of Illumination.
This New Moon on the 4th of May, is assisting, informing and underpinning the later Wesak Full Moon
when the potency of the Light of the Buddha, will be magnetized and projected out to his Brother the
Christ who then ‘steps down’ this intense Light and irradiates it out for the benefit of all of Humanity.
Taurus forges the instruments of constructive living or of destruction. It forges the chains which bind, or
it creates the key which unlocks the Mystery of Life.
Djwhal Khul

Chart for the New Moon

As we journey through the month of May the overall message is, that as a Community, as a Family on
planet Earth, our focus right now needs to be on embracing and integrating the collective Shadow that
has evolved over eons of time through lack of awareness and a sense of isolation and separation, which
eventually created so many misunderstandings, misalignments and conflicts, that have distorted the clear
Light of Source.
As with last month Saturn and Pluto are still conjunct the North Nodal Point on Gene Key 61 which has
Psychosis as the Shadow, which really sums up the overall confusion and delusion that besets humanity
at this time, as so many have forgotten the Truth of who they are.
This forgetfulness of the Truth is highlighted at this New Moon when the Sun and Moon together at 14
degrees of Taurus on Gene Key 2, are encouraging us all to Return to the One – to move out of the Shadow
of Dislocation, to the Gift of Orientation and ultimately to Oneness.
‘The 2nd Gift has a special role within the DNA in that it creates an ‘attractor field’ around you. As
the frequency through the 2 nd Gift rises you live more harmoniously and the electromagnetic power of
your aura increases. It not only unifies the microcosm with macrocosm, but it also unites matter and
spirit. A secret resides in the chemicals and amino acids for which this Gene Key codes. In every
human being there are certain minerals that have magnetic properties – these minerals, especially
those in our endocrine glands appear to tell us how to live life in or out of harmony. It is through this
magnetism that all Life is linked from the spin of an atom to the wheeling of the great galaxies.’

‘The 2nd Siddhi is the original nature of consciousness itself and it manifests as a highly beautiful plan
unfolding in time and space swept along by the currents of evolution. All mythic journeys echo the
journey of the Earth and of our Universe and as they all begin by leaving the warm comfort of the
Mother and the home, so they must one day return again to that same embrace. This indeed is our
final destiny as a species – to realise our state of Oneness and Unity with all that is.’
The Earth is on Gene Key 1, moving from the Shadow of Entropy to the Gift of Freshness to the Siddhi of
Beauty.
‘In Human Beings the 1st Siddhi is Beauty and as with all
Siddhis it is also reliant upon its programming partner the
2nd Siddhi of Unity. Beauty lies in the Unity of all. True
Beauty when manifested and realised in a human being,
presupposes a state of Union with the Totality.
When the 1st Siddhi dawns inside you, everything in the
Cosmos is experienced as beautiful and fresh. Even the
Shadow state is beautiful. In Beauty nothing lies outside
the Unity of everything.
Everything is experienced as a unique creative expression of this Unity. Everything shines with the
essence of its uniqueness and yet at the same time it all shares a single Source. To be awakened in this
way is to become a great inspiration to humanity.’
Completing this Kite formation of planetary energy at the time of the New Moon is Neptune, the higher
resonance of Venus, which is the planetary ruler of Taurus. Neptune embodies the refinement of
personal desires, likes and dislikes – Neptune’s resonance and essence promotes Unconditional Love and
as such is key to the transmutation that occurs through the Fourth Ray of Harmony through Conflict – it
is the pearl that is found within the oyster.
Neptune is on Gene Key 22 known as Grace Under Pressure moving from Dishonour to Graciousness to
Grace.
At this time on our evolutionary journey as increased Light is flowing onto and into the Earth and whilst
so many are still operating from within the Shadow frequencies there is indeed pressure on those who
have come to hold the Light to stand lightly, yet steadily within this intensifying field.
As more Light unfolds and more pressure builds, we are given the
potential to be the Graciousness that is held within the sublime subtle
energies of Grace. Neptune over the next three years moves in this part
of the Cosmic Sky, in and out of GK 22, until March 2022, when it will not
return for another eighty-four years – so as ever the Cosmos is assisting
us to evolve at this potent, pivotal time through ease and Grace.
‘Grace is your true nature. It is your inheritance. It is the Soul of the
World. It is also a state that is beyond the laws of our world. Grace is
the breath of the Divine. When true Grace descends it wipes out all your
past karma in a flash. It also wipes out the Karma of all your ancestors
and all their ancestors. With Grace all human emotion is instantly
transformed into Love. Through Grace, the Universe has but one single wish
– for you to remember that you are Love and there is nothing in you but Love.’

This is the foundational message as we enter
into the Wesak Moon on May 18th when the
Moon in Scorpio opposes the Sun in Taurus, to
recognise that each of us is on a journey to
discover this Truth that we are each held
within, and indeed are, a field of Divine Grace.
As already mentioned, at the time of the
Wesak Moon, each year, there is an
intensification of Light and Consciousness that
is being transmitted to Earth.
On the first Full Moon of Taurus – the Spiritual
Hierarchy creates a yearly Event – during
which Divine Grace and Mercy are released in
far greater quantities and with incredible
intensity, through the Science of Impression.
The Wesak Festival Celebration is interlaced
with the Loving and Compassionate Energies
of the Lord Buddha and the Lord Jesus Christ.
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This Festival and Celebration is a yearly Source of Inner Strength and increased Spiritual Development for
all who take part - for the Divine Energies released during this period, penetrates the Minds, Hearts and
Souls of all.
This influx of Grace manifests as an Increase of Divine Light – which showers onto and into everyone and
everything, as well as impregnating the Earth.
“The Wesak” brings a particular Quality and a tremendous down pouring of Spiritual Energy - giving a
deep sense of Revitalization, Transformation and Regeneration. Each year, these Energies uplift, nourish
and sustain the Evolution of Humanity and the entire Planet Earth.
When undertaken with awareness the Wesak impulse
of Light leads to both a cleansing and an energizing and
a re-dedication to Spiritual development.
Each person has the potential to become a Divine
Channel – through Increasing their Frequency and
Igniting their Souls with both Spiritual Force and
Inspiration.
It is suggested that prior to the Wesak Full Moon a
focus should be on:
Time spent in prayer meditation and contemplation giving thanks for this Blessing.
Taking time to prepare physically, emotionally, mentally and spiritually so as to be able to receive the
Abundance of this Divine Grace and to be able to sustain this Blessing as well as sharing with all.
For the objective is to Receive, Direct and Release the Energy by Spreading Light, Love and Blessings
wherever one goes.

This is more than a New Age, it is a completion of the work of all Ages, my main message is that we have no other
more demanding task now as Souls and as a Cosmic Race than to facilitate Ascension.
William Buehler

Chart for Wesak full moon

At the time of Wesak, the Sun is at 27 Taurus conjunct the Dwarf Planet Sedna which was only discovered
in 2003. Sedna holds a point in space that is in a class of her own. With an orbital duration of eleven
thousand and four hundred years, this Cosmic Body is unlike any other we have consciously encountered.
Sedna is named after an Inuit myth, in which it is believed that the Goddess Sedna gave life to all the
crustaceans and sea creatures – which eventually became the Whales, Dolphins and Seals. Known as the
‘Mother of the Deep’ she is said to have been thrown to the bottom of the Ocean where the sea creatures
were formed from her frozen fingers. This is the story of Primordial Life, born so many millions of years
ago, in the depths of the deepest Oceans, which was intuited by the Eskimo peoples.
This Inuit Creation Myth has the quality of the Kabbalist tradition of the Shekinah – the Divine Feminine –
the dwelling place for ‘God’s Creation and Cosmic Glory’.
For the Kabbalists Shekinah plays another very important role. In the story of Creation and in particular
in the Great Plan for humankind, it is believed that as mankind descended into a denser and less perfect
states of Being, the Divine Feminine stayed with us as we separated from God or were exiled from the ‘Garden’.
Thus, the Divine Essence of Shekinah/Goddess Sedna/the Divine Feminine/the Magnetic Divine Love went
deep into the physical realm in order to hold form as we journeyed through time and space on our return
once again to reunite with God Universal Source Consciousness.

The Inuit legend encapsulates and mirrors this sense of the icy depths of primordial space that planet
Sedna circles through on her journey around our Sun.
Sedna lies so far outside the current
boundaries of the Solar System, out in the
deepest recesses of space, her orbital path
enfolding all of the planets out to the Kuiper
Belt.
Looking at this image and the ring of the
Kuiper Belt it is as if we are looking at one
unit, or one cell in a much larger body of
Consciousness in which we live and move and
have our Being.
It is also clear to see that once we have entered into the Cosmic Galactic field beyond Neptune we are
entering into a very different field of Consciousness. To pass through the Kuiper Belt, this Ring Pass Not,
into a clear field of consciousness into the heightened frequencies and intensities of the Galaxy, we need
to refine and transmute the accumulated misaligned energetic patterns from the past.
As Sedna has now come into our consciousness and is now approaching the closest point in her orbital
path around the Sun, it would appear, that we have arrived at a moment in time and space when we have
the potential and the ability to embrace and to transfigure the Shadows of the past, opening our Hearts
wide, so that we may, through these next years, be individually and collectively reborn into the Clear Light and
Love of the Cosmos through the impressions received by the Soul from Mother Father God - the Source of All.
With the intensified energies of the Wesak highlighting this potential you will see that Gene Key 8 known
as the Diamond of the Self moving from Mediocrity to Style to Exquisiteness is being activated at this time.
Gene Key 8 is closely related to the 4th Ray of Harmony through Conflict, in the balancing of opposites, as
the Siddhi of Exquisiteness is chemically bonded to the 2 nd Siddhi of Unity through the Codon Ring of
Water which Sedna will be activating until March 2024.
‘These are the two great Feminine Gene Keys in the human
genome drawing all human beings along their inevitable
journey to self-realisation. The Ring of Water forms a kind
of eternal genetic knot with its polarity, the Ring of Fire.
These two chemical families and their amino acids
phenylalanine and lysine move us humans along the
trajectory of our destinies, ensuring that our genetic
material finds its opposite match. Even deep within the
body these chemical families set the primal blueprint for
the balance of all the opposing forces inside us. It is in the
crossfire of these two Codon Rings that the mystical figure
of eight is forged within each of us. The true symbolism of
the number eight represents the timeless quest for the
buried treasure that lies inside each of us – that elusive
Diamond of our true Nature.
People of the 8th Siddhi are not leaders. They are examples.
The 8th Siddhi is the natural revelation and manifestation of
all the siddhi states – each Siddhi is holographic in the sense

of being reflected within all other Siddhis. Exquisiteness is experienced when the Divine Essence begins
to shine through the individual. In this state of Bliss, you fall in love with your own pristine
manifestation because it is through this uniqueness that the Divine currents can be accessed.
This is the stage at which you achieve transcendence of your
genetics. You remain differentiated at the level of form, but at
the collective Universal level your awareness permeates all
forms, making you both a drop in the ocean and the ocean
itself.
There is an inner Light and Wisdom that has a powerful and
liberating effect on others, freeing them from the structured
systems. Such people create their path as they walk it.
The only thing they give the world is their own exquisite
Lovingness – their absolute delight in being abandoned to the
Mystery itself, with no need for method or meaning.
Theirs is the rush of existence, the aching pulse of the passing
moment and the boundless Joy that can only come from
touching the Core of their own existence.’
Such open Hearts flow as a River of Love touching All and nurturing All creating a miraculous Life of
Abundance - Heaven and Earth reunited.
This Spiritual ‘Desire’ is highlighted by the Wesak Moon at 14 Scorpio on Gene Key 14 known as Radiating
Prosperity moving out of the Shadow of Compromise to the Gift of Competence to the Siddhi of
Bounteousness.
‘The 14th Siddhi is the core archetype of your power as an individual. It is the Siddhi of Bounteousness
– the ultimate legacy of what it means to be a human. This is our true inheritance – to create Abundance.
But it is not about accumulation – it is about fertility. Your true latent fertility lies mostly dormant in your
genes.
When the 14th Siddhi flowers within a human being they become a driving force for humanity itself.
Their every thought word and deed reaches deep into the morphogenetic field and guides the whole of
humanity towards Abundance.
The mass dawning of the 14th Siddhi would be the
uniting of Heaven and Earth. Not just a Golden Age,
but a permanent state in which all humans take the
helm together – a state in which individual power and
collective power become one and the same – creating
more and more Abundance.
The ancient Chinese named this archetype ‘Possession
in Great Measure’. At this level we need to view
humanity as one large expanding genetic spiritual
vehicle. That is the true definition of Bounteousness.’

As we contemplate this Cosmic picture, may we all become the receptive Chalice of the telepathic
communication that will be impressed upon our Etheric Physical Emotional Mental and Spiritual Bodies
this coming Wesak Festival so that we may be the Open Hearts that continuously radiate these Blessings
of Unity, Beauty, Grace, Exquisiteness and Bounteousness to All.

All Love ~ Sue

23.4.2019

Extracts from Gene Key by Richard Rudd

We heal through our higher purpose and we heal the planet through our collective higher purpose. Giving
releases currents of healing. It heals us and it heals the whole. Giving of ourselves out of the joy of our
Heart, out of the generosity of our inner being – that’s true power. Make no mistake about the power of
this – it will transform the World.
Gene Key 27 The Siddhi of Selflessness April 21st – April 27th 2019

